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ABSTRACT Due to the technical characteristics and application scenarios of distributed networks, their
nodes can easily be invaded and compromised. It will result in information being forged or tampered without
difficulty. An effective scheme to guarantee the authenticity and integrity of information is judging how
trustworthy nodes are in terms of transmission. In D-S evidence theory (DST), the uncertainty can be
expressed to solve the trust fusion issue for multiple nodes. In this paper, for reviewing the DST-based trust
evaluation and decision and providing their future research directions systematically. Meanwhile, the DST
is briefly reviewed, and two improvements in DST are categorically described. The role and mechanism
in DST-based trust models are compared and analyzed. The valuable research directions in the near future
are represented. Our contributions could solve the trust problem in resource constrained sensor nodes and
improve the decision reliability of network.

INDEX TERMS D-S evidence theory, distributed network, trust model.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of social requires and technology,
distributed networks are gradually replacing centralized net-
works. Decentralization and heterogeneity are the trend of
future networks [1]. Usually, a centralized network requires
a central node to storage, manage, analyze, and process
all terminal information in this area. The over-centralized
access nodes are at risk of failure [2]. If the central node is
compromised or attacked, the network will lose the ability
to exchange data. Meanwhile, since all core programs are
in the central node, its performance requirements become
higher and higher with themore connected objects. Unlike the
centralized network, a transmission path can be re-established
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through other nodes to complete the information transmission
in a distributed network, when a relay node in the original
path is destroyed or compromised.

The nature of the distributed network makes nodes vulner-
able to security attacks, which involving external attacks and
internal attacks. The existing cryptography-based security
schemes are able to detect malicious behavior from external
attacks, while not effective to defend internal attacks [3].
The trust model is widely considered as one of the effective
schemes to detect internal attacks and identify compromised
nodes. The effective trust evaluation and decision can facili-
tate to establish secure routing protocols for trusted transmis-
sion [4], [5], [6].

How to build trust models efficiently and accurately
is a complex multidimensional aggregation problem. The
uncertainty of trust factors (e.g., reputation, time weights,
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third-party recommendations, etc.) makes trust evaluation
more subjective. DST can express the concept of uncertainty
and quantify trust factors to obtain trust between nodes. Feng
et al. got direct trust by evaluating the trust degree between
nodes through trust factors, and indirect trust was calculated
by a trust chain consisting of multi-hop nodes [7]. When
fusing information, the D-S combination rule can fuse the
uncertainty of multiple sensor nodes. Compared with other
schemes, the determination scan be made to have better
results and improve the detection capability of the system.
Tian et al. [8] computed and analyzed the trust degree of all
sensor nodes at the fusion decision layer to improve the anti-
attack capability of WSN.

Because DST can solve the problem of uncertainty in
trust evaluation and decision and improve the reliability and
robustness of the whole network, DST-based trust models are
becoming an interesting research hot spot. However, there
is seldom paper to analyze and summarize these approaches
systematically, in order to facilitate understand DST-based
trust, the relationship between them, and how to construct or
optimize trust models by adopting DST. The contributions of
this review are summarized as follows:

1) Two improvement schemes of DST are summarized,
including modification of combination rules and preprocess-
ing of evidence. The role of DST is analyzed in distributed
networks.

2) A systematic overview of existing trust models is pre-
sented from trust evaluation and decision. The differences
between the models are compared when using trust factors.
Meanwhile, the trust models are summarized from the per-
spective of improving DST.

3) Future research directions in DST-based trust models are
proposed, including auto-exclusion of malicious nodes, low
computational complexity, and emotion-based trust factors to
further improve trust management schemes.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
briefly describes the DST and its use in trust models.
Section III summarizes and analyzes the existing trust
schemes. Section IV proposes some ideas for future work.
Finally, a summary is presented in Section V.

II. D-S EVIDENCE THEORY AND DEVELOPMENTS
A. D-S EVIDENCE THEORY
Evidence theory was proposed by Dempster in 1967.
On this basis, Shafer used the belief function to expand
the evidence theory. After explaining the upper and lower
bound of probabilities, he perfected the evidence the-
ory and named it as the Dempster-Shafer theory [9].
In Fig. 1 the relationship between the definitions in DST is
described.
Definition 1: Frame of Discernment (FOD)
The frame of discernment is the foundation of the DST.

It consists of N mutually exclusive hypotheses. The FOD is
defined as:

2 = {E1,E2,E3, . . . ,EN } . (1)

The power set of the FOD is expressed by:

22
= {φ, {E1} , . . . , {EN } , . . . , {E1,E2, . . . ,Ei} , . . . ,2} .

(2)

Definition 2: Basic Probability Assignment (BPA)
Supposing 2 is a FOD, FOD assigns a belief to each

element of the power set 22. Supposing A is a subset in 2,
the mapping is:

m : 22
→ [0, 1] . (3)

which satisfies the following conditions:

m(∅) = 0

m(A) ≥ 0∑
A∈22

m(A) = 1. (4)

M is called a basic probability assignment under 2. It is also
called mass function. The mass function indicates the degree
of support of the evidence for A.
Definition 3: Belief Function (Bel)
The belief function is defined as the sum of all masses of

subsets.

Bel (A) =

∑
B⊆A

m (B),A ⊆ 2. (5)

Belief function indicates the trust degree that A is true. But
it cannot indicate the trust degree that A is not false. So, the
plausibility function is introduced.
Definition 4: Plausibility Function (Pl)
The plausibility function is defined as the sum of all masses

of the sets B intersected by set A:

Pl (A) =

∑
B∩A̸=φ

m (B) = 1 − Bel
(
Ā
)
,A ⊆ 2. (6)

So, the upper and lower bounds of the probability interval
can be defined by [Bel (A)Pl (A)] to express the uncertainty
of evidence.
Definition 5: Dempster-Shafer Combination Rule
If m1 and m2 are two independent mass functions defined

on 2, and A,B,C ⊆ 2, the dempster combination rule is
defined as:

m(A) =


∑

B∩C=A
m1(B) · m2(C)

1 − k
, A ̸= ∅

0, A = ∅

k =

∑
B∩C=φ

m1(B) · m2(C). (7)

where, k is a conflict factor and 0 < k < 1. It used to measure
the degree of conflict between and. When k = 1 means m1
and m2 are full conflict.
At present, in DST, there are still many challenges:
1) it may produce counterintuitive results, when the con-

flict between the evidence is too high.
2) it is difficult to realize mutually independent assump-

tions in practical application scenarios.
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FIGURE 1. Relationship between DST.

3) Dempster combination rule has a high computation
complexity. With the development of the elements in FOD,
the number of events and computation complexity will grow
exponentially.

In the trust management of distributed network, the topol-
ogy of the network is easy to change because of the mobil-
ity of the nodes. When the node position changed, the
trust between nodes will change accordingly. Therefore, the
exchange and combination laws in D-S combination rules are
critical for distributed networks.

Most of schemes for preprocessing evidence in distributed
networks are focusing on the similarity degree and solve high
conflicts between evidence by similarity weights. However,
many existing experiments have shown that improving the
entropy will give better results when preprocessing evidence.
Meanwhile, the complex evidence theory has proved that
the more node information can be recorded to improve the
accuracy of node trust. Therefore, in this review, we conclude
the schemes of modifying the D-S combination rule and
preprocessing evidence to improve the role of DST in trust
management.

1) MODIFYING D-S COMBINATION RULE
In existing research, modifying D-S combination rule to
address the high conflict between evidence is a common
approach. But some schemes may cause the D-S combination
rule to lose the mathematical properties of the exchange
and combination laws. Combined with the summary of
Zhao et al. [10] and Ma et a. [11], The schemes of modifying
the combination rules are summarized as shown in Table 1.

2) PREPROCESSING EVIDENCE
It is also common to preprocess evidence before combining
multiple pieces of evidence using the D-S rule. Preprocess-
ing evidence can not only solve the problem of conflict
between evidences, but also avoid the problems of modifying

combination rules such as loss of exchange laws and combi-
nation laws.

Current schemes for preprocessing evidence mainly
include modifying entropy, divergence and distance between
evidence However, the influence mechanisms of evidence
in practical applications are often more complex. There-
fore, considering more evidence information will improve the
accuracy and robustness of evidence fusion. Xiao [15], [16]
and Pan andDeng [17] extended the DST to the complex form
and added phase information in traditional DST, in order to
better record the information of sensor nodes and improve
the accuracy of data fusion. Combined with the summary of
entropy by Deng [18], the schemes of preprocessing evidence
are re-summarized as shown in Table 2.

B. DST-BASED TRUST
For distributed networks, the information collected by a
single sensor node is generally incomplete and inaccurate.
It needs to collect information from multiple sensor nodes
to make judgments about an event. However, the nodes can
easily be compromised to become malicious nodes and send
false information. It is necessary to judge whether the nodes
are trusted to ensure the accuracy of the information. The
introduction of DST can construct a more efficient trust
model and guarantee the trusted transmission of information.

In DST-based trust, after collecting the information from
the nodes, the trust degree of nodes in distributed network
is expressed by the elements of FOD to solve the difficulty
of representing uncertainty. By preprocessing nodes’ data,
it reassigns the BPAs of their trust degree weights to avoid
too much or too little trust in individual nodes, and improve
the availability of data. Meanwhile, D-S combination rule can
combine multiple trusts and output an integrated trust with
higher trust degree to judge whether the target node is trusted,
and avoid the node being invaded to send error messages.

Most of the existing trust models use ternary trust (trust,
distrust, and uncertainty) or five elements of trust combined
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TABLE 1. Schemes of modifying the D-S combination rule.

TABLE 2. Schemes of preprocessing evidence.

with fuzzy theory (high trust, trust, distrust, high distrust, and
uncertainty) with two elements in the FOD to express the trust
degree of nodes. In this review, the application of DST in trust
models is summarized in three areas.

1) Expressing trust between nodes: after selecting the
appropriate trust factors, the trust between nodes is expressed
through a vector composed of elements in FOD.

2) Synthesizing trust: after obtaining the direct trust, the
indirect trust is represented by a trust chain consisting of
multi-hop nodes. The trust of multiple nodes is combined
using the D-S combination rule to obtain the synthesized
indirect trust. To improve the trust degree, it is also necessary
to combine the direct and indirect trusts between nodes to get
the complete node trust.

3) Synthesizing all sensor nodes: all sensor nodes in the
network are preprocessed to obtain the BPA of each node.
The trust of sensor nodes is judged after using the D-S com-
bination rule. The impact of malicious nodes is reduced from
the fusion decision layer.

III. D-S EVIDENCE THEORY IN TRUST EVALUATION AND
DECISION
Currently, distributed networks are facing a huge security
threat from internal attacks. Because of the free access and
movement of nodes, the topology of communication links and

connections in MANET is constantly changing. Therefore,
the nodes inMANET are vulnerable to be attacked. The nodes
in wireless sensor network (WSN) which consists of the large
number of sensor nodes are randomly deployed in network
or field environments. In this case, the sensor nodes are
vulnerable to be attacked and become malicious nodes. Trust
model is an effective security solution to defend against inter-
nal attacks. In trust model, trust evaluation mainly includes
the collection and processing of evidence and the weight
assignment of evidence. Trust evaluation is a precondition
for trust decision, and decisions are made based on the trust
degree. In this section, DST-based trust is summarized and
analyzed in terms of both trust evaluation and decision. The
relationship between trust evaluation and decision is shown
in Fig. 2.

A. DST-BASED TRUST EVALUATION
Feng et al. proposed a trust evaluation algorithm (NBBTE)
based on node behavior policy and DST. NBBTE evaluated
the trust between nodes with multivariate trust factors and
got the affiliation of trust value by fuzzy theory. The inte-
grating trust combined direct and indirect trust using the
improved DST [7]. Tian et al. proposed an improved fusion
scheme based on DST. This method calculated BPA of per
sensor node using gray correlation to reduce the impact of
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FIGURE 2. Relationship between trust evaluation and decision.

malicious nodes, while improving the anti-attack capability
of WSN from the fusion decision layer and saving network
overhead [8]. Sun et al. combined D-S evidence theory and
ant colony algorithm to measure trust between nodes by
packet reception and delivery rate, packet forwarding rate
and consistency factor. The high conflict indirect trusts are
assigned similarity weights and reliable routing paths are
found by the ant colony algorithm, which reduced end-to-end
delay and improved throughput and malicious node detection
rate [28]. Yang et al. proposed a novel detection scheme based
on DST in WSN. This model modified the indirect trust by
defining the evidence variance. Comprehensive trust com-
bined by direct and indirect trust using D-S combination rule
can inhibit collusion of malicious nodes partly, improving
security and robustness [29]. Cheng et al. proposed a hierar-
chical WSN trust model based on a cluster network topology.
Combining the classical RFSN model, the direct trust was
calculated from three aspects, such as communication trust,
data transmission trust and node trust. The indirect trust was
calculated from the trust matrix of the cluster head [30].
Yang et al. proposed two algorithms, NNOM-based DTV
and NRTM-based ITV. Direct trust (DTV) was calculated
using a watchdog mechanism to detect black hole attacks.
Using D-S evidence theory combined with indirect trust
(ITV) from different neighboring nodes to detect cooperative
black hole attacks [31]. Wang et al. optimized the classical
DST by filtering perceptual data, adjusting weights of BPA
and improving the D-S combination rule. It overcame the
problem of high computation and the difficulty to resolve
high conflict data. So that it satisfied the requirements of real-
time and reliability in autonomous driving scenarios [32].
Wu et al. proposed a data centric traffic information model
(TIDTM) to evaluate trust degree of traffic information in
dynamic routing. Using a voting algorithm based on DST
to avoid malicious information and reduce vehicle travel
time on the road. But this model is difficult to identify the
malicious information when the number of malicious nodes
is too high [33]. Bhargava et al. proposed DST-based edge-
centric IoT trust model (DEIT). DEIT can detect both types of
malicious behavior, message loss and message modification,
in a very short time. DEIT also reduce the overhead of trust
information in the network [34]. Liu proposed coverage reli-
ability based on DST to judge the reliability of WSN. Mean-
while, this method reduced computational complexity [35].
Qiang et al. proposed a CS-BP neural network evaluation

model based on D-S evidence theory. Combining the self-
learning and adaptive nature of BP neural networks, the sub-
jectivity of assignment was reduced in D-S evidence theory.
Also, the BP neural network combining the cuckoo algorithm
(CS) optimized the initial parameters to improve the training
efficiency of BP neural network [36].

B. DST-BASED TRUST DECISION
Reddy et al. used packet delivery rate based on cos func-
tion to evaluate direct trust. After obtaining distance similar-
ity between evidence, the information of neighboring nodes
which are given similarity weights were combined using the
D-S combination rule [37]. Zhang et al. proposed a mali-
cious node detection scheme based on DST (NTMS-DS) for
WSN. NTMS-DS considered the spatial-temporal correlation
of data collected by neighbor sensor nodes and updated the
direct trust of nodes by Kalman filtering. Then indirect trust
calculated based on DST and the number of interactions
between nodes. The integrating trust combined direct trust
and indirect trust to improve malicious node detection and
reduce energy loss [38]. Weeraddana et al. proposed an infor-
mation processing framework for distributedWSN. Based on
D-S evidence theory and evidence filtering schemes, multi-
modal sensor data directly processed to solve the inability to
quickly and effectively communication for WSN deployed in
multi-layer networks [39]. Yu et al. proposed a trust scheme
based on negative binomial distribution to solve the problem
of data trust in industrial wireless sensor networks (IWSN).
Combining DST and noise filtering method, the reliability
and robustness of the data could be improved in industrial
environments [40]. Sun et al. proposed a secure routing
protocol for WSN based on multi-objective ant colony opti-
mization. Introducing Pareto optimization in ant colony algo-
rithms and making the rest energy of the node and the trust
value of the routing path as two optimization objectives to
solve resource constraints and security issues in WSN. The
trust model was built by improving DST [41]. Feng et al.
proposed a trust management scheme based on improved
DST (TMS). TMS expressed the direct trust by vector and
obtaining trust value of neighbor nodes through trust evalu-
ation and trust transfer mechanism of dynamic aggregation.
To improve the trust degree of node and the robustness of the
network, the trust of sensor nodes evaluated based on the BPA
obtained by improved DST [42]. Rani et a. proposed a dis-
tributed trust model to detect malicious nodes based on rec-
ommendation filtering (RFTM). RFTMused beta distribution
to calculate direct trust and collected information of one-hop
neighbor nodes. After filtering error messages by deviation
tests, RFTM combined direct and indirect trust to improve
packet forwarding rate and throughout, reduced end-to-end
delay and energy consumption at the same time [43]. Maha-
patra et al. proposed a cluster tree enhanced DST based Bidi-
rectional Butterfly Optimization algorithm (CT-EDS-BBO).
After finding the sink node and routing path in the cluster
through the routing protocol, CT-EDS-BBO evaluated node
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trust degree using DST. Bidirectional Butterfly Optimization
algorithm could find the best route to transmit data and reduce
energy loss [44]. Kashani et al. proposed a protocol based
on DST and opportunity route (DSTOR). The next reliable
hop node selected by packet forwarding and vehicle density
combined DST. The opportunity route protocol could reduce
the number of multi-hop nodes and end-to-end delay [45].
Wang et al. proposed a distributed multi-agent resource allo-
cation system (ITEM) to solve resource issues. The evidence
theory was improved by Deng entropy and weakness factor.
Using ITEM to expand the dynamic trust evaluation of multi-
agent systems (MAS) and enhance selection efficiency of
MAS [46].

C. COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS
Combining the overview of above schemes, this section sum-
marizes the objective trust factors for determining whether a
node is trustworthy, and trust factors in trust evaluation and
trust decision are summarized as shown in table 3 and table
4. The trust factors are also extended to consider multiple
subjective trust factors. The application of DST in trust is
represented in detail.

1) TRUST FACTORS
Trust between nodes needs to take the consequences of being
betrayed. The trust channel only appears when the current
trust value exceeds the trust threshold for taking risks. In the
current models, trust between nodes is usually judged quan-
titatively using trust factors, such as Received packet rate
(RPF), Sending packet rate (SPF), Packet forwarding rate
(PFR), Consistency factor (CF), Interactive time factor (ITF),
Energy factor (EF), Interactive behaviors (IB), Characteristic
scenarios factor (CSF).

However, node trust cannot fully and accurately express
through these objective factors. An individual is influenced
by his emotions when making decisions [47]. Emotions are
highly connected with his past experiences, depth of thought
and mood state when making decisions.Unlike an individual,
a node or other intelligent device will only make a ‘‘reason’’
decision through the collected signals. Current sensor tech-
nology is developing rapidly and smart sensors are becoming
able to recognize factors such as emotions [48]. Therefore,
more trust factors can be added to determinewhether a node is
trustworthy or not, such as the trust tendency between nodes
will regulate the level of trust in the nodes.
Case 1: Supposing ITF, PFR and EF are used to determine

whether a node is trusted. When the interaction is fast, the
packet forwarding rate is high and the energy consumption
is low, it can indicate the high confidence between nodes.
However, when one or both factors are lacking, not only the
characteristics of the target node need to be paid attention to,
the selection of the source node is also important. Based on
the need of source node for information about the target node
(e.g., real time requires fast node interaction characteristics),
the source node will tend to choose the target node with fast

interaction speed. Similarly, when the source node has limited
energy, it will tend to choose the target node with low energy
consumption for interaction.

2) TRUST ACQUISITION
These three cases elaborate the application of DST in trust.
In case 2, it explains how DST represents direct trust, and
then how to integrate trusts and integrate trusts of all sensor
nodes are explained in case 3 and 4, respectively.
Case 2: Expressing trust between nodes
Suppose in a ternary trust, the RPF, SPF and PFR are used

as trust factors to express the trust of a node. The direct trust
is expressed as DTi,j = (m({T }),m({−T }),m({T , −T }))

a) m ({T }) ,m ({−T }) expressed as RPF and SPF
respectively.

{m ({T }) ,m ({−T }) ,m ({T , −T })}

= {RPF, SPF, 1−RPF − SPF} . (8)

b) The elements in the power set expressed by the trust
factors assigned weights.

DTi,j
= (m({T }),m({−T }),m({T , −T }))

=


m({T }) = ω1 · RPF1

i,j + ω2 · SPF1
i,j + ω3 · PFR1i,j

m({−T }) = ω1 · RPF0
i,j + ω2 · SPF0

i,j + ω3 · PFR0i,j
m({T , −T }) = 1 − m({T }) − m({−T })

(9)

w1,w2,w3 are artificially set weights, and w1+w2+w3 = 1.
Case 3: Synthesizing trust
Supposing S1 is the source node, S2 is the target node, and

C1, C2, C3, C4 are the third-party nodes, as shown in Fig. 3.
a) Because the nodes trust varies from C1 to C4, it is

difficult to make a correct judgment on the single node. The
source node needs to obtain the trust of the third-party node
from the target node. The integrating trust of target node is
obtained from the combined third-party nodes.

b) The trust also exists between the target node and the
source node and this trust is more intuitive. The direct trust is
crucial in determining whether the node is trusted. Therefore,
the indirect trust and direct trust between nodes need to be
integrated.
Case 4: Synthesizing all sensor nodes
Supposing all the sensor nodes from S1 to Sn are need to

be judged in the network as shown in Fig. 4. BPA is obtained
by preprocessing all sensor nodes and combined by D-S
combination rule. The information is calculated and analyzed
from the fusion decision level to improve the accuracy of
decision making.

3) THE REASONS FOR DST IN TRUST MODEL
D-S evidence theory as a generalization of bayesian the-
ory [49] maintains the observation of the data but expresses
uncertainty well without the requirement of knowing prior
probabilities. In trust evaluation, for different scenarios of
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TABLE 3. Comparison of different schemes.

TABLE 4. DST in different schemes.

FIGURE 3. Diagram of direct and indirect trust.

trust factors (road information in vehicle networks, commu-
nication interference in underwater wireless sensor networks,
etc.), multiple trust factors can be combined by framework

FIGURE 4. Synthesizing all sensor nodes’ trust.

of discernment to express the uncertainty of trust degree
between nodes.

DST is different from other approaches to deal with uncer-
tainty such as fuzzy logic, game theory and cloud model.
The fuzzy logic uses the membership grade and the mem-
bership function to obtain the node trust values by defuzzi-
fication [50]. Game theory makes decisions by judging the
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FIGURE 5. Structure of DST-enabled trust.

benefits that can be gained from this cooperation [51]. The
cloud model achieve qualitative and quantitative transfor-
mation of node trust degree by expectation, entropy and
hyperentropy [52]. They all have a common characteristic
of being unable to handle multiple trust. However, DST can
synthesize the trust of multiple nodes on the target node.
When using DST for trust decision, more available informa-
tion can be judged and the judgment of the target node can be
strengthened. The structure of DST-enabled trust is shown in
Fig. 5.

IV. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Although many DST-based models have been proposed to
defend against the attacks and improve the identification of
malicious nodes. There are still some future research direc-
tions need to be concerned.

A. DST-BASED MALICIOUS NODES AUTO-EXCLUSION
MECHANISM IN TRUST MANAGEMENT
Many trust models have used DST to solve problems in
trust models to improve malicious node detection rates. The
existing method can identify malicious nodes quickly and
accurately, but it is difficult to locate the malicious node,
and it is unable to determine whether the malicious node is
masquerading as a normal node. In the future, it can be com-
bined with node location algorithms to locate the malicious
nodes precisely and make sure malicious nodes are removed
from network routing as well as location lists to avoid the
potential danger of data theft. Submitting the authenticity of
location services and reducing the possibility of neighboring
nodes being complicit in malicious nodes to reduce network
overhead.

B. LOW COMPLEXITY COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME FOR
D-S COMBINATION RULE
With the development of network, the number of deployed
sensor nodes [8], [32] and the need for routing paths [41]
become larger. The demand for computational skills also
increases. As the number of elements in the recognition
framework increases [34], the calculation volume when using
combination rule increases exponentially. Limited by the
lack of sensor node computing, storage, and energy supply
capacity [53], it is difficult to run algorithms with high com-
putational complexity for a long time. The overly complex
calculations are difficult to meet the needs of some real-
time services. In the future, mathematical schemes such as
matrix analysis and convex optimization can be combined to
further reduce the computational complexity of combination
rules. The low complexity computational can also improve
computational efficiency to reduce sensor node energy loss
and extend network operation time.

C. EMOTION-BASED TRUST FACTOR EXPRESSION
SCHEME IN TRUST MODEL
It is important for network to judge the trust degree of nodes.
Different trust factors are used in different trust models [28],
[29], [30], [38], [41], [42], and the use of multiple trust factors
is more trustworthy than single trust factors. At present,
factors such as emotion are gradually being recognized by
sensors. Emotion-based trust factors can describe the cur-
rent state of the node more perfectly and solve the shortage
of objective factors. In the future, the emotion-based trust
factors of nodes such as tendency and willingness can be
considered to selectively interact with nodes. In this way,
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the energy loss of nodes will be reduced and the network
utilization will be improved.

V. CONCLUSION
The technical characteristics and application scenarios of
distributed network nodes make the node trust particularly
important. Considering that DST can well solve the uncer-
tainty of trust management process, the main contributions
of this review are: 1. The DST-based trust is analyzed and
summarized from trust evaluation and trust decision. Large
number of models and analyses show that the DST can well
handle the uncertainty of trust factors of nodes in distributed
networks and improve the identification rate of malicious
nodes. 2. Future research directions are given, which include
three areas: auto-exclusion of malicious nodes, low compu-
tational complexity of D-S combination rules, and emotion-
based trust factors. In summary, this review will help improve
the trust of sensor nodes and improve the reliability of the
network.
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